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Artificial Intelligence in the 19 century & inference in the 20th

Galton: “regression towards mediocrity” Inference: Gosset 1908 to Fisher 1922
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Sophisticated, high-dimensional AI: 
multiple linear regression

Goodness of fit: testing the whole model, 
do assumptions fail?

Testing individual regression coefficients

Tests should control type 1 error rate

p-values: how often a null test statistic 
would be as extreme as observed

(Bayesians: sorry this talk mostly doesn’t fit with your philosophy but also you 
should care about optional stopping and selection bias and HARKing and so on, so 
hopefully you can still take something away from this)

One slide 
hypothesis test 
review



Hypothesis tests designed to control type 1 error rate

Synthetic data: predictor and response have no 
relationship

p-value for test of predictor coefficient: 0.632

Frequentism: repeat for many samples…

% of rejections at 5% level: 6%



(Inference after) Model selection
Choose from a set of many candidate models

Subset selection: choose subset of predictors

Dimension reduction, sparse/parsimonious 
model, interpretability

Necessity: more predictors than observations, 
e.g. PGS from GWAS

“Found” data, don’t know which predictors might 
be useful--if any. 

Forward stepwise: greedy algorithm adding one 
predictor at a time, supervised orthogonalization

Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996)

Like forward stepwise but less greedy. Shrinks 
coefficients toward 0, moreso for larger lambda

Both can find sparse models



Candy data: which attributes predict popularity?

chocolate, fruity, caramel, 
peanutyalmondy, nougat, 
crispedricewafer, hard, bar, 
pluribus, sugarpercent, 
pricepercent



Stepwise chooses 4 predictors. Which are significant?



FACT CHECK!

Replaced outcome 
variable with pure noise 
before running model 
selection!

Still got “significant” 
results?!



Top 5 predictors example

Type 1 error: about 26% instead of 5%...

Largest out of 5 null effects

Various names / related concepts:

Winner’s curse

Overfitting

Selection bias



AR(p) selection & goodness of fit

Select p with AICc, test fit with Ljung-Box test

correct 
order

wrong
order

Test 
distribution 
when AICc 
selects...

Blue line: null distribution. No power!



Anti-conservative significance tests

Conservative goodness of fit tests

How much does this really matter?

High type 1 error, many false discoveries

High type 2 error, conditional on selecting 
wrong model we can’t tell if it’s wrong



Reproducibility crisis
We conducted replications of 100 experimental and correlational studies 
published in three psychology journals using high-powered designs and 
original materials when available. . . . Thirty-six percent of replications had 
significant results; 47% of original effect sizes were in the 95% confidence 
interval of the replication effect size; 39% of effects were subjectively rated 
to have replicated the original result

From: Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science (Open Science 
Collaboration, 2015).

See also: Why most published research findings are false (Ioannidis, 2005).



Machine learning solution: data splitting
Data: 240 lymphoma patients, 7399 genes

Lasso penalized coxph model with glmnet:

Inference from an independent set of 
test/validation data

Valid!

15 out of 7399 genes selected to predict survival time



Data splitting...

Pros
Usually straightforward to apply

Usually doesn’t require assumptions

Works almost automatically in many settings

Cons
Irreproducibility: can try many random splits

Inefficiency: doesn’t use all the available data

Infeasibility: data structure (dependence), 
sample size bottlenecks (rare observations), etc



Conditional approach
Motivated by selection bias rather than overfitting



Motivation: screening/thresholding selection rule
From many independent effects, select those 
that lie above some threshold

If the (global) null is true, which probability law 
would describe the selected effects?

Null distribution truncated at the threshold

In general: null distribution 
conditional on selection

An effect “surprises” us once to be selected, 
but must surprise us again to be declared 
significant conditional on (after) selection



Selective type 1 error
Conduct tests that control conditional type 1 
error criterion:

where        is the selected model

and         is a null hypothesis about 

Reduces to classical type 1 error definition if the 
model is chosen a priori

Conditional control                  marginal control

Data splitting controls this by using independent 
data subsets to select the model and test 
hypotheses

In general, need to work out how null distribution 
of test statistic is affected by conditioning

Typically results in truncated distributions



Lasso geometry
The event (set of outcomes) where 
lasso selects a given subset of 
variables is affine, a union of polytopes

Reduce to one polytope by 
conditioning on the signs of selected 
variables

For significance tests, statistics are 
linear contrasts of the outcome

Reduce to one dimension by 
conditioning on orthogonal component

Model selection event

Test statistic 
truncation region



True model: coefficients 1-5 out 
of p = 200, sample size n = 100

lar() algorithm fits the lasso path

AIC chooses model complexity

larInf() computes conditional 
inference, p-values and intervals

estimateSigma() uses 
cross-validated lasso

(Some numerical instability with 
intervals)

R: selectiveInference

Necessary reduction in power to control conditional type 1 error



“Fixed lambda” lasso
Instead of AIC/CV

Target: projection of population mean onto 



Improving power
Conditioning on more (signs, 
component of y orthogonal to test 
contrast) reduces computation but also 
reduces power

One strategy: condition on

                instead of

when testing 

● Different target
● More computation
● More power

Target: projection of population mean onto 



Randomized model selection
Low power and computational instability 
observed when the outcome variable is near the 
boundary of the truncated region

Another strategy: solve randomized model 
selection problems, selection a given model no 
longer implies hard constraints on the outcome 
variable

R package version not quite user friendly yet...



Not really an affine 
selection event...

estimateSigma() uses cross-validation



The good news The bad news

It’s not in the R package...

Can pick lambda without using outcome variable



More good news More bad news
Can handle quadratic model selection events! 
(my dissertation work)

Conditioning on cross-validation selected models 
is both computationally expensive and has low 
power

Cross-validation not in the R package...

But! groupfs() and groupfsInf() functions allow 
model selection respecting variable groupings, 
e.g. levels of a categorical predictor



Conclusions



A few other approaches / R packages
SSLASSO - Spike and slab prior Bayesian approach

stabs - Stability selection, [re/sub]sampling and many cross-validation lasso paths, stable set

hdi - Stability selection and debiasing methods

EAinference - bootstrap inference for debiased estimators

PoSI - simultaneous inference guarantee over all possible submodels

Coming soon(?) to selectiveInference: goodness of fit tests. See also RPtests package for alternative.



Using data to decide which inferences to conduct results in selection bias

● Prediction error optimism (overfitting)
● Predictor significance (anti-conservative)
● Goodness of fit (conservative)

Variety of new statistical tools accounting for such bias

Selective inference: probability model is conditioned on selection, classical 
test statistics can then be compared to correspondingly truncated null 
distributions

Try out the selectiveInference R package and let us know what you think!

https://github.com/selective-inference/


